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The paper offers a method for developing a universal system of automated design of an

optimal structure of autonomous distributed hybrid energy complexes (ADHEC) and the

means for regulation of the energy balance therein, i.e. control of the power flows circu-

lating in the mentioned system. ADHEC will not only help unload the existing power

system, but can also be used to produce “green” hydrogen. In general, the design of the

optimal structure of ADHEC includes the following stages (subtasks): data research and

creation of a statistical database of electric loads of consumers, the wind speed in the

region under consideration, the hydroelectric potential of mountain and lowland rivers,

and the solar energy, as well as the research and development of a database of converters

of wind and water energy into electrical energy. The paper focused on the task of designing

the optimal structure of the distributed hybrid generation system that will ensure the

desired level of power generation at a minimal cost and with necessary functional

reliability.

Published by Elsevier Ltd on behalf of Hydrogen Energy Publications LLC.
Introduction

As we know, “green” hydrogen is hydrogen (H2) produced

using renewable energy and used primarily as a clean, CO2-

neutral fuel or to store energy for later use. Carbon dioxide is

generally considered a pollutant that is associated with cars,
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airplanes, power plants, and other human activities that

require the use of fossil fuels.

These days, there are several options for replacing fossil

fuels. One of themost popular so far is electricity, but some of

the electricity that comes into our homes is produced by

thermal power plants, which burn fossil fuels; it is also pro-

duced by nuclear power plants, which leave radioactive
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Nomenclature

List of symbols

ADHEC autonomous distributed hybrid energy complexes

RES renewable energy sources

CAD computer-aided design

CPN computational Petri nets

DHGS distributed hybrid generation system

Nomenclature

H2 hydrogen

CO2 carbon dioxide

W рower, kW

DW power for own needs (losses)

Y1, Y2 nodes

i power for own needs (losses)

j element number of the corresponding set

N set of natural numbers

p number of units

n number of units

x number of units

m number of units

k is an empirical indicator of the roughness of the

underlying surface of the earth, mm

Т time series

t discrete time

D deviation

h given height (level)

T� air temperature, �С
Ji database of river fall for sections

kj unit efficiency

Q water discharge, m3

S the area of the wind flow of the unit, m2

xlev number of levels

F subset of alternative aggregates

H turbine head pressure, mm Hg

J target function - the cost of the designed

distributed hybrid generation system

c сost, у.е.

Greek letters

t discrete time number

h air density, kg/m3

v wind speed, m/s

Superscripts and subscripts

WðþÞ situation of shortage of power in the ADHEC

system

Wð�Þ situation of an excess of power in the ADHEC

system

WT wind turbines

WS wind station

WG wind generators

HG hydraulic generators

SC solar cell system

G generated

EC electrical power consumers

SB storage batteries

LS local power system

CN consumer

GN global network

HU hydroelectric units

t discrete time number

h given height (level)

k is an empirical indicator of the roughness of the

underlying surface of the earth, mm

win winter

lev level

i element number of the corresponding set

j element number of the corresponding set

p element number of the corresponding set

Mathematical operatorsP
amount

C:::D mean

f…g many

2 element belonging to the set

4 enable symbol

3 strict inclusion symbol

c community quotient
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waste behind. This is why so-called “green” hydrogen is

gaining popularity as a source of clean energy. It is produced

by using electricity from renewable energy sources (RES) to

power an electrolyzer.

In addition, with the development of society there is an

increasing shortage of electricity generated by conventional

methods, which leads to a decrease in functional reliability in

the transmission and distribution to consumers in the

required volume. To solve this problem, i.e. to unload the

existing power systems, worldwide increased attention has

been paid to the development and use of autonomous power

complexes operating on renewable (unconventional) energy

sources [1e15], whose capacity is dispersed in space and has a

variable nature.
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In this regard, this work is devoted to creating a theoretical

and methodological basis for the design of autonomous

distributed hybrid power complexes (ADHEC), functioning on

renewable (nonconventional) energy sources. ADHEC will not

only help to unload the existing power system, but can also be

used to produce “green” hydrogen.

The main objectives are:

- research and creation of a database of statistical data on

electrical loads of consumers;

- study of RES in various regions, and the creation of a sta-

tistical database thereof;

- development of efficient converters of RES into electrical

energy from the standpoint of efficiency factor, reliability,
ucture of autonomous distributed hybrid power complexes and
gen Energy, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijhydene.2021.08.051
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and cost, and creation of a knowledge database thereof

based on the existing and newly developed converters

[1e17];

- development of a theoretical and methodological basis for

the design of autonomous distributed hybrid energy com-

plexes (ADHEC) that would be efficient in terms of struc-

tural and functional reliability and cost (self-sufficiency);

- development of effective ADHEC energy balance manage-

ment systems;

- development of computer-aided automated design sys-

tems for ADHEC.

The paper makes a primary attempt to formalize the

abovementioned tasks with a view to further in-depth de-

tailing and development of universal computer-aided design

(CAD) system for the design of the optimal structure of

ADHEC. The main mathematical apparatus used for the

development of ADHEC CAD system is the theory of compu-

tational Petri nets (CPN) [18,19], which is an extension of the

classical theory of Petri nets [20,21].
General scheme of an autonomous distributed
hybrid energy complex and the method of
control of the energy balance therein

The ADHEC scheme is shown in Fig. 1 in the form of a directed

graph.

It consists of the following elements:

- WG e a distributed system of wind generators that gener-

ates power: WWGðtÞ þ DWWGðtÞ; where DWWGðtÞ - auxiliary

power used for own needs, andWWGðtÞ - power supplied to

the ADHEC system.

- HG e a distributed system of hydraulic generators gener-

ating power: WHGðtÞ þ DWHGðtÞ, where DWHGðtÞ - auxiliary

power used for own needs and WHGðtÞ - power supplied to

the ADHEC system.

- SC e distributed solar cell system that generates power

WSCðtÞ þ DWSCðtÞ, where DWSCðtÞ - auxiliary power used for

own needs and WSCðtÞ - power supplied to the ADHEC

system.

- {WG, HG, SC} e distributed hybrid generation system

(DHGS), with the total power:

WGðtÞ¼WWGðtÞ þWHGðtÞ þWSCðtÞ (1)
- EC ¼ fECij i2NECg e an aggregate of electrical power con-

sumers with the consumed powers fWECiðtÞj i2NECg;,
respectively; the total consumed power is as follows:

WECðtÞ¼
X

i2NEC
WECiðtÞ NEC ¼f1; 2; :::; pg (2)

- SB - a system of storage batteries, with the accumulated

amount of electrical energy хSBðtÞ varying within the

following:
Please cite this article as: Asanova SM et al., Optimization of the str
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хmin
SB �xSBðtÞ � хmax

SB (3)
The purpose of the storage battery is to store the excessive

power Wð�Þ
SB ðtÞ eventually generated in the ADHEC system and

to release the powerWðþÞ
SB ðtÞ back into the ADHEC systemwhen

the power deficiency occurs.

- LSe local power system of the ADHEC system, intended for

transportation and distribution of the required power

WCNðtÞ to consumers:

WCNðtÞ¼WECðtÞ þ DWLSðtÞ (4)

where DWLSðtÞ - power losses in the LS network.

- DG, GN e respectively, the diesel generator and the global

(national) network to which ADHEC connects in excep-

tional situations, such as: a) situation of shortage of power

WðþÞðtÞ in the ADHEC system, with the simultaneous

discharge of the storage battery system, i.e. xSBðtÞ ¼ хmin
SB ; b)

situation of an excess of power Wð�Þ
GN in the ADHEC system,

with the storage battery system being charged to its

maximum, i.e. xSBðtÞ ¼ хmax
SB .

- Y1, Y2 e nodes for connecting power lines.

- CC e the control center of the ADHEC system, designed to

manage the energy balance therein, i.e. to manage the

flows of power circulating in the ADHEC system.

The general outline of the method for the design
of the optimal structure of ADHEC

The design of the optimal structure of ADHEC includes the

following stages and steps.

Stage 1. Research and creation of a database of statistical

data on electrical loads of consumers EC ¼ fECij i2NECg
Step 1. Form a time series of power consumption based on

observations (2) fWECðtÞj t2Тg, where Т ¼ ft0; t1; :::; tt g; t e
discrete time; t- discrete time number.

Step 2. Calculate the average power consumption CWEСDt
and its standard deviation DEC:

CWEСDt ¼1
t

X
t2T

WEСðtÞ (5)

DEС ¼
 
1
t

X
t2T

ðWEСðtÞ � CWEСDtÞ2
!1=2

(6)

Stage 2. Research and creation of a statistical database of

wind speed in the region under consideration (Fig. 2).

Step 3. Form a time series of wind speed based on obser-

vations f vh0 ðtÞj t2Тg for a given height (level) h0 (for meteo-

rological stations, it is assumed that h0 ¼ 10 m) [22,23].

Step 4. Calculate the average value of the wind speed Cvh0
Dt

for the level h0 and its standard deviation Dh0 :

Cvh0 Dt ¼
1
t

X
t2T

vh0 ðtÞ (7)
ucture of autonomous distributed hybrid power complexes and
gen Energy, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijhydene.2021.08.051
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Fig. 1 e General scheme of an autonomous distributed hybrid energy complex (ADHEC).
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Dh0 ¼
�
1
t

X
t2T

�
vh0 ðtÞ � Cvh0 Dt

�2�1=2

(8)

Step 5. Calculate the average wind speed Cvhi Dt for each level

hi; i2Nур ¼ f 1; 2; :::; nур g based on the calculated average

speed Cvhi Dt (7) [22,23]:

Cvhi Dt ¼ Cvh0 Dt,
�
hi

h0

�k

(9)

where k e is an empirical indicator of the roughness of the

underlying surface of the earth.

Stage 3. Research and creation of a statistical database of

hydropower resources of mountain and lowland rivers.

The graph of a mountain river has a tree-like structure, the

end nodes (river flows) of which are dispersed in the moun-

tains at different heights (levels), and the root of the graph

corresponds to the lowland part of the river (Fig. 3).

Step 6. In the graph, indicate the prospective sections of the

rivers where hydroelectric units (HU) will be installed. Based on

the observations, form a time series of water discharge

f QiðtÞ j t2Тg; ci2NHG, air temperature f T+
i ðtÞ j t2Тg; ci2NHG,

as well as a database of river fall for these sections Ji; ci2 NHG.

Step 7. Calculate the average value for each i-th section of

the river CQiDt. Based on the aggregate (time series)

f T+
i ðtÞ j t2Тwin 3Tg, where Twin corresponds to the winter

season, calculate the powers f DWHU
i ðtÞ jt2Тwing and

distribute them over the time period t:

CDWHU
i Dt ¼1

t

X
t2Тwin

DWHU
i ðtÞ (10)

Where fDWHU
i ðtÞ jt2Тwing - power used for heating a light-

weight construction to protect hydraulic units from freezing

and preserve its operability during the winter season Тwin3 Т .

Stage 4. Research and creation of a database of statistics on

solar energy.
Please cite this article as: Asanova SM et al., Optimization of the str
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Step 8. Based on the observations, form a time series of

power generated by one solar panel fW1
SCðtÞ j t2Тg.

Step 9. Calculate the average value of the generated power

CW1
SCDt and its standard deviation D1

SC:

CW1
SCDt ¼

1
t

X
t2T

W1
SCðtÞ (11)

D1
SC ¼

 
1
t

X
t2T

�
W1

SCðtÞ � CW1
SCDt
�2!1=2

Stage 5. Research and development of a database of con-

verters of wind and water energy into electrical energy (Fig. 2).

Step 10. Form a set of wind turbinesWT ¼ f WTj j j2NWTg,
where each j-th unit WTj represents a set composed of

structurally compatible single converters of wind energy into

electricity; NWT ¼ f1; 2; :::; nWTg - an aggregate of numbers of

units; nWT - the number of units. Note that a set can consist of

one converter or a group of converters, the same or different

types.

Step 11. Form a set of calculation formulas with one-to-one

correspondence of each j-th formula to each j-th element of

the set of wind turbine (WT) units:

n
WWT

j

�
kj; h; CvhiDt; SWTj

����j2NWT

o
(12)

whereWWT
j ðkj; h; CvhiDt; SWTj

Þ - the power of the j-th unitWTj; kj

- unit efficiency; h - air density (under normal conditions

h ¼ 1; 225 kg/m3); CvhiDt- the average value of thewind speed for

the level hi, calculated using formulas (7)-(9); SWTj
- the area of

the wind flow of the unit WTj.

According to Ref. [24], the formula from (12) is:

WWT
j

�
kj; h; CvhiDt; SWTj

�
¼ kj,h,ðCvhiDtÞ3,SWTj

2
(13)
ucture of autonomous distributed hybrid power complexes and
gen Energy, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijhydene.2021.08.051
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Fig. 2 e The design of distributed systems of wind-powered generators (WPG).

Fig. 3 e The design of distributed systems of hydraulic generators (HG).
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Stage 6. Research and development of a database of con-

verters of water energy into electrical energy (Fig. 3).

Step 12. To form a set of hydraulic unitsHU ¼ fHUj

��j2NHUg,
where each j-th unit HUj is a set made up of structurally
Please cite this article as: Asanova SM et al., Optimization of the str
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compatible single converters of water energy into electricity;

NHU ¼ f1; 2; :::; nHUg - an aggregate of the numbers of units;

nHU - the number of units. A set can consist of one converter or

a group of converters, the same or different types.
ucture of autonomous distributed hybrid power complexes and
gen Energy, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijhydene.2021.08.051
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Step 13. Form a set of calculation formulas with one-to-one

correspondence of each j-th formula to each j-th element of

the set of HU units:

n
WHU

j

�
kj; Qj; Hj

����j2NHU

o
(14)

where WHU
j ðkj; Qj; HjÞ - the power of the j-th unit HUj; kj - unit

efficiency; Qj - water discharge of water flowing through the

turbine; Н - turbine head pressure.

According to Ref. [24], the formula from (14) is as follows:

WHU
j

�
kj; Qj; Hj

�
¼9810 ,Qj ,Hj,kj (15)

Stage 7. Development of efficient, from the point of view of

structural and functional and cost (self-sufficiency), autono-

mous distributed hybrid energy complexes and energy bal-

ance management systems.

The list of tasks to be solved at this stage is:

- design of the optimal structure of the distributed hybrid

generation system (DHGS) that ensures the required level

of generated powerWG (1) at theminimal cost andwith the

required functional reliability;

- determine the total capacity СSB of the SB system that will

ensure the controllability of the energy balance in the

AHDEC system at the minimal cost;

- design of the optimal structure of the local electrical

network that will ensure the required level of structural

and functional reliability, minimal power losses (4) DWLS

during its transportation and distribution to consumers, at

the minimal cost;

- development of the ADHEC energy balance management

system.

Note. The first task from the above list, i.e. the design of the

optimal structure of the distributed hybrid generation system

(DHGS), is addressed below; the remaining tasks lie outside

the scope of this work.
Formal task definition for the design of a
distributed hybrid generation system (DHGS)

Apparently, as the altitude increases, thewind speed increases,

and so does the energy of the airflow. Therefore, each wind

station (WS) should bemade in the formof a tower, divided into

levels (lev) by height (Fig. 2). The numbers of levels form an

aggregate Nlev ¼ f0; 1; :::; хlevg, where хlev - is the number of

levels; number 0 corresponds to the level of measurement of

wind speed vh0 at the meteorological station (7)e(9).

For each i-th level of the WS one single j-th unit WTj is

selected from the subset of alternative ones FWTðiÞ, otherwise

nothing is selected (here: i2Nlev; j2FWTðiÞ4NWT). For the

example shown in Fig. 2, we get:

i2Nlev ¼f1; 2; :::; xWSg

j2 FWTðiÞ¼
	
j1; j2; j3



4NWT ¼f1; 2; :::; nWTg
Please cite this article as: Asanova SM et al., Optimization of the str
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For each i-th section of the river, one single j-th unit HUj is

selected from the subset of alternative ones FHUðiÞ, otherwise

nothing is selected (here: i2NHG; j2FHUðiÞ4NHU). For the

example shown in Fig. 3, we get:

i2NHG ¼f1; 2; :::; nHGg

j2FHUðiÞ¼
	
j1; j2; j3



4NHU ¼f1; 2; :::; nHUg

Based on the above formulas (1)e(15) and illustrative Figs.

1e3, let us put down the formal definition of the task for the

design of DHGS as follows:

Target function J

J¼ JWG þ JHG þ JSC (16)

where

JWG ¼
"Xxlev

i¼1

�X
j2FWTðiÞ

cWT
j ,xWT

ij

�
þ cWS

�
hxlev

�þ cDS

#
,xWS (17)

JHG ¼
X

i2NHG

X
j2FHUðiÞ

cHUj ,xHU
ij (18)

JSC ¼ cSC,xSC

System of limitations

WWG þWHG þWSC � CWECDt (19)

WWG ¼
2
4Xxlev

i¼1

X
j2FWTðiÞ

�
WWT

j

�
kj; h; CvhiDt; S

WT
j

�
�DWWT

j

�
,xWT

ij

3
5,xWS

(20)

WHG ¼
X

i2NHG

2
4
0
@ X

j2FHUðiÞ
WHU

j

�
kj; Qj; Hj

�
,xHU

ij

1
A� CDWHU

i Dt

3
5 (21)

WSC ¼ CW1
SCDt,xSC (22)

0
@ X

j2FWTðiÞ
xWT
ij

1
A2 ð0; 1Þ; ci2Nlev ¼f1; 2; :::; xlevg (23)

0
@ X

j2FHUðiÞ
xHU
ij

1
A2 f0; 1g; ci2NHG ¼f1; 2; :::; nHGg (24)

8>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>:

xlev2N ¼ f1; 2; :::g;
xWS2N ¼ f1; 2; :::g;
xSC2N ¼ f1; 2; :::g;
xWT
ij 2f0; 1g; cj2FWTðiÞ; ci2Nlev ¼ f1; 2; :::; xlevg;

xHU
ij 2f0; 1g; cj2FHUðiÞ; ci2NHG ¼ f1; 2; :::; nHGg:

(25)

The unknowns

xlev; xWS; xSC;
n
xWT
ij jj2GWTðiÞ; i2Nlev

o
;
n
xHU
ij

��� j2FHUðiÞ; i2NHG

o
(26)
ucture of autonomous distributed hybrid power complexes and
gen Energy, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijhydene.2021.08.051
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The task for the design of a distributed hybrid
generation system (DHGS)

The task is to find the values of the unknowns (26) that would

comply with the system of limitations (19)e(25) and would

ensure the minimal value of the target function (16), i.e. the

following optimization task should be solved:

min
by variables

from ð26Þ
fJjwith restrictions ð19Þ� ð25Þg (27)

The symbols here stand for the following:

- J e target function - the cost of the designed distributed

hybrid generation system (DHGS);

- JWG; JHG; JSC - the cost of a distributed system, namely the

wind generators WG, hydraulic generators HG, solar cells

SC, respectively (16)e(18);

- cWT
j - the cost of the j2FWTðiÞ - th unitWTjwith the number j

out of the subset of alternative numbers FWTðiÞ that corre-
sponds to the i2Nlev-thmodule (level) of theWS (see Fig. 2);

- xWT
ij 2f0; 1g - defines: if xWT

ij ¼ 1, then choose the unit WTj

for the i-th module; otherwise (i.e., at xWT
ij ¼ 0) e discard

(xWT
ij - unknown entity);

- cWSðhxlev Þ - the cost of the WS station tower, depending on

the height of the hxlev i ¼ xlev- th level (see Fig. 2);

- cDS - the cost of the area DS occupied by theWS station (see

Fig. 2);

- хWS - number of WS stations (unknown entity);

- cHUj - the cost of the j2FHUðiÞ -th unit HUj with number j

from the subset of alternative numbers FHUðiÞ, corre-

sponding i2NHG- th section of the river (see Fig. 3);

- xHUij 2f0; 1g - defines: if xHUij ¼ 1, then choose the unit HUj,

for the i-th section of the river, otherwise (that is, at xHUij ¼
0) e discard (xHUij - unknown entity);

- cSC - cost of one solar panel system SC;

- хSC - number of SC system panels (unknown entity);

- statement (19) shows the requirements for the total

generated power of the distributed hybrid system DHGS,

consisting of WG, HG, SC (see (1)e(15) and Figs. 1e3);

- statements (20)e(22) show the power generated byWG, HG,

SC systems, respectively; DWWT
j ; DWHU

i - power for auxil-

iary needs of the WTj; HUi units, respectively (see (1)e(15)

and Figs. 1e3);

- statement ðP j2FWTðiÞx
WT
ij Þ2f0; 1g from (23) e defines if at

least one unit WTj with number j from the subset of alter-

native numbers is installed in the i-th WS module FWTðiÞ;
- statement ðP j2FHUðiÞx

HU
ij Þ2f0; 1g from (24) e defines if at

least one unit HUj with number j from the subset of alterna-

tive numbers is installed in the i-th section of the river FHUðiÞ:
Conclusion

The paper covers the following issues: data research and

creation of a statistical database of electric loads of
Please cite this article as: Asanova SM et al., Optimization of the str
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consumers, the wind speed in the region under consider-

ation, the hydroelectric potential of mountain and lowland

rivers, the solar energy, as well as research and development

of a database of converters of wind and water energy into

electrical energy. The paper addresses the task of designing

the optimal structure of the distributed hybrid generation

system that will ensure the required power generation level

at a minimal cost and with necessary functional reliability.

The purpose of this work is to create a universal system of

automated design of the optimal structure of autonomous

distributed hybrid power complexes (ADHEC) and a way to

control the energy balance in it, i.e. power flows circulating in

this system. The main objectives of the work were: research

and creation of a statistical database: about electric loads of

consumers, about wind speed of the region under consider-

ation, about hydropower resources of mountain and lowland

rivers, about solar energy, as well as research and creation of

a knowledge base about converters of wind and water energy

into electrical energy.

The problem of synthesizing the optimal structure of a

distributed hybrid generation system that provides the

required level of generated power, minimum cost and neces-

sary functional reliability is considered. The novelty of the

work is the generalized scheme of the designmethodology for

the optimal structure of autonomous distributed hybrid

power complexes, as well as the way to manage the energy

balance in them. That is, the work makes an initial attempt to

formalize the above-mentioned issues for further in-depth

detailing and creation of a universal automated design sys-

tem (CAD) of the optimal structure of ADHEC. ADHEC will not

only help to unload the existing national or territorial power

systems, but can also be used to produce “green” hydrogen. A

generalized scheme of methodology for designing the optimal

structure of ADHECwas proposed, as well as a way tomanage

the energy balance in them. ADHEC will not only help unload

the existing energy system, but can also be used to produce

“green” hydrogen. As we know, “green” hydrogen can be used

as fuel for cars, buses, trucks, forklifts, ships and many other

things. It is also used in various industries that require

hydrogen for fossil energy or other purposes. Finally, it can

store energy for later use. The mathematical apparatus sug-

gested for the henceforth development of the ADHEC CAD

system is the mathematical apparatus of computational Petri

nets (CPN) [18,19], which is an extension of the classical theory

of Petri nets [20,21].
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